UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE
PUBLIC COMPANY

COUNTRY / REGION:
Poland/Upper Silesia

CONTACT:
Marcin Libera
transfer@us.edu.pl;
marcin.libera@us.edu.pl
https://www.us.edu.pl/
572 334 816

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:

- Our specialization is education, science, R&D in fields as follow: mathematics and natural sciences; engineering sciences, humanities, social sciences, theology sciences, arts;
- our target is students, scientific institutions, companies, business environment institutions;
- our strengths are categories of scientific units of University, the status of a research university, hr excellence in research;
- cooperates in many international projects;

ADDRESS:
12 Bankowa str.
40-007 Katowice
Poland

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:

- cooperation in scientific projects;
- building of permanent network;
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